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HONDA HSS 1380i
Snowthrower Hybrid Engine

with Tracks 
        

   

Product price:  

5.784,23 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

HONDA snowplow HSS1380i 7,6kW 

The HONDA HSS1380i is an innovative snowplow capable of summoning 7,6kW of power
intended for areas where snowfall is the order of the day.

Honda's 4-stroke iGX focuses on devouring snow at a phenomenal rate while charging a powerful
battery. This battery drives two powerful electric motors that provide stable independent drive to
the tracks. Imagine two tennis courts covered in a foot of snow. The 7,6kW HONDA HSS1380i
hybrid snowplow shovels all the snow away in less than six minutes, so you don't have to worry
about a thing when there's a storm coming.

A robust 4-stroke iGX engine is the heart of the hybrid snowplow. Its sole purpose is to power the
tiller, focusing its power on swallowing massive amounts of snow and throwing it as far away as
possible. The HONDA HSS1380i is also intelligent and can sense the highest snow resistance,
with automatic adjustment to run at an optimal speed.

Two robust electric motors provide traction and save fuel. These two electric motors operate
independently of the combustion engine and are so quiet that you can operate the
hybrid snowplow even in the early morning hours without waking anyone up.

An on-board diagnostic system, complete with gauges, can detect warnings during startup and
operation. It can also monitor battery charge and adjust performance between the drive system
and the tiller. In fact, it's so smart and easy to use that if we gave it the word, too.... well, maybe it
could happen in the future.

The 7,6kW HONDA HSS1380i snowplow has it all: state-of-the-art technology, fuel efficiency, low
noise and exceptional shoveling performance. With three different driving modes, it offers
confident control even for beginners.
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This HONDA HSS1380i 7,6kW hybrid snowplow comes with a unique hour meter feature, which
through intelligent self-diagnostics tells you when your next service is due and when routine
maintenance needs to be performed instead. Aren't these the things that make you feel good?

HONDA HSS1380i 7,6kW TECHNICAL FEATURES

Output: 7,6kW
Fuel: Gasoline/Electric
Engine: Honda GXV 390
Starting system (AMP): Manual recoil starter
Working width: 810 mm
Working height: 510 mm
Maximum capacity: 65 t/h
Maximum jet distance: 17 m
Jet direction adjustment: 2 electric stages
Transmission: Electric motors
Traction type: Tracks
Consumption: 2.56 Lt/h
Acoustic power: 104 dB(A)
Length: 1560 mm
Width: 815 mm
Height: 1155 mm
Weight: 168 Kg
Speed (km/h): 0-2.88

Are you looking for a snowplow with different characteristics? HERE you can find the full range of
Honda products and other specialized brands.

Images are purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Engine: Honda GXV390, 4 tempi
Engine rpm (rpm): 3600
Ignition: Recoil
Starting system: Manual
Working width (mm): 810
Working height (mm): 510
Capacidad máxima (t/h): 60
Speed (Km/h): 0-2.88
Throwing distance (m): 17
Discharge chute adjustment: 2 power stages
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Transmission: Electric engines
Clutch of steering: Yes
Screw height adjustment: Electrical
Net power (kW): 7.6
Fuel tank capacity (L): 6.4
Consumption (L/h): 2.56
Running time (h): 2.5
Acoustic power: 100 dB(A)
Length (mm): 1560
Width (mm): 815
Height (mm): 1155
Dry weight (Kg): 168
Traction type: Track laying
Engine manufacturer: Honda
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